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 פרשת שמות
This adaptation is dedicated in honor 

of my dear wife, Devorah, 
and our dear daughter, Tova Zoe. 

 
Mazal Tov to our nephew and niece, 

Ari & Rivky, on the birth of their son!!! 
 

העניא בת פריידלו רצה בת רחלולרפואה שלימה:    
 

 

  

 
 
 
 

)א, א(" מהמצריאלה שמות בני ישראל הבאים "ו  
“And these are the names of the 
Children of Israel who were coming to 
Egypt.” 
 
Why does the pasuk say “who were coming to 
Egypt” – it should have said “who came to Egypt” 
– they came to Egypt a long time before and were 
no longer even alive?  The pasuk comes to teach 
tell us the great praises of the Shevatim, that 
even after they descended to Egypt, they did not 
blend together with the local population and 
they did not learn from their negative actions.  In 
their righteousness and their wholesomeness, 
they remained firm until their final days – as if 
they were first arriving in Egypt.  Therefore, the 
pasuk says, “who were coming to Egypt.”1 
 

 
)ו, ב"והנה נער בכה" (  

“And behold!  A youth was crying.” 
 
Basya, Pharaoh’s daughter, reached the 
riverbank and saw an ark with a three-month old 
crying child.  What was so novel about the fact 
that he was crying?  Why was this so 
extraordinary – infants cry?  They especially cry 
if they have been apart from their mothers for 
several hours!  Of course, he was crying!  The 
crying was not typical infant wailing.  Moshe 
was crying over the suffering of the Jewish 
people.  From the day he was born, he did not 
stop crying and davening for the Jewish 
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nation.2 
 
HKB”H is furious at a person who is not bothered 
by what happens to another Jew.  When Moshe 
grew up, he was not content with merely 
knowing of the misery of his people – he left 
Pharaoh’s luxurious palace to experience their 
anguish and affliction personally.  The Baalei 
Mussar explain that it is impossible to truly 
experience the pain of another person unless 
we imagine that everything that is happening 
to him, all of his tribulations and agonies, are 
happening to us, G-d forbid. 
 
The world is filled with kindness and love.  
Hashem loves everyone, all of humankind.  
Hashem sent down of His Divine light to create 
the world.  The world is very beautiful.  It is hard 
to describe the beauty and splendor of creation.  
A human being himself, the family that he builds, 
the characteristics that Hashem gives him, his 
talents, his potential – all indescribable Divine 
gifts. 
 
We live on Hashem’s kindness.  Hashem loves, 
more than anything else, the attributes of 
kindness and compassion.  Therefore, He chose 
Moshe to be the leader when he saw how Moshe 
carried a lamb on his shoulders after it ran away 
from the rest of the herd to look for water and 
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became exhausted.  HKB”H said him: if you have 
this much compassion to shepherd the herds of 
human beings – you will lead my flock, the 
Jewish people.3 
 
Our forefathers were blessed with positive 
attributes that passed to their children.  
Avraham was blessed with the attribute of 
kindness that passed to his children – the Jewish 
people are benevolent.  Yitzchak was blessed 
with the attribute of prayer (“Yitzchak went out 
to supplicate in the field”4) – the Jewish people 
arise early and remain late in the houses of 
prayer and the houses of study.  Yaakov was 
blessed with the attribute of Torah – and the 
Jewish people love Torah and those who study it.  
Yet, while we mention all three forefathers in the 
first bracha of Shemona Esrei, we conclude only 
with Avraham.  The attribute of kindness of 
Avraham is above all others.  HKB”H loves 
this attribute more than any other character 
trait.  The world can only exist through acts 
of kindness that people do for each other.  In 
that merit, HKB”H, in His generosity, renews 
creation each day. 
 
The Shelah Hakadosh says that any day on 
which a Jew does not do some favor for 
another Jew is not considered a day of life.  
We are forbidden to allow a day to pass 
without doing something to assist another.  
The biggest kindness is to draw others close 
to Hashem.  True, when a person finds himself 
in distress, physical or spiritual, we must seek 
ways to help him.  That is the simplest 
understanding of kindness.  However, that is not 
the real solution to his problems.  The true 
answer to our suffering and difficulties in life 
is only emuna and bitachon in the Creator of 
the world.  With a lot of love and with sweet 
words – we can draw others close.  Believe 
that you are no better than others are and, if you 
can feel Hashem – they too have something 
inside of them that can feel Hashem. 
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The Gemara tells us that there was a fire 
throughout the city of Drokras, but it did not 
affect R’ Huna's neighborhood.  Everyone 
thought it was due to R’ Huna's merit, but they 
were told in a dream that the neighborhood was 
spared due to a simple woman who would heat 
her oven all day and allow anyone who wanted 
to bake bread or cakes to use her oven.  When 
someone performs such acts of selfless 
kindness – they can save their entire 
neighborhood. 
 
 We are dealt with measure for measure.  One 
who acts in a compassionate manner towards 
everyone, Heaven is compassionate towards 
him.  How many people beg for Heavenly mercy 
– that their children should be alright, that they 
should be healthy, that HKB”H should give them 
a generous livelihood – they run to tzaddikim 
and ask for blessings and take all sorts of actions 
to awaken Heaven’s mercy.  The holy Torah 
provides us with the solution: start to have 
compassion on others, begin to perform 
kindnesses – and Heaven will be benevolent 
towards you. 
 
The source of blessing in a person’s business 
and in his spiritual life depends on his love of 
Jews, on his compassion towards every Jew – 
even those who have hurt him.  Yosef 
Hatzaddik did not take revenge or bear a grudge 
– he forgave and pardoned his brothers and he 
became the source of blessing for the Jewish 
nation – the provider for the entire Earth. 
 
The way of providing and giving is the path of 
shortening distances and bringing amazing 
closeness to the Creator – it is the route that 
transforms a Jew into part of HKB”H’s inner 
circle.  When a Jew provides and gives – he is 
like his Creator.  If things are not going well 
for us, if we find ourselves in darkness – we 
must seek out ways to do some small chesed 
for another – with whatever remaining 
strength we can muster – and we will be 
amazed by how we come back to life. 
 
Tzedaka and chesed power the wheels of the 
world.  “There is a certain chamber in Heaven in 
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which angels are appointed to receive the acts of 
kindness that a person performs in this world.  
When the attribute of strict judgment prosecutes 
the Jewish people, G-d forbid, these angels 
immediately show these acts of kindness and 
HKB”H has mercy on the Jewish people since He 
desires kindness.  Even though they may be 
guilty, if they are generous to each other, He has 
mercy and forgives.”5 
 
If a person engages in Torah learning but does 
not participate in chesed – he does not help his 
friends, help those who are weak – it is as if he 
did not learn at all.  When he learns alone, only 
for himself, he convinces himself that he is the 
greatest of his generation; he is under the 
illusion that he is so remarkable.  However, he 
slowly begins to lose G-d in his life.  When he 
learns Torah for himself only – he becomes 
arrogant.  He tells himself that soon he will be a 
renowned lecturer, a great Rabbi, an illustrious 
Rosh Hayeshiva.  Out of his arrogance – he does 
not perform acts of kindness.  He has no time.  He 
cannot waste his precious time helping others. 
 
The reverse is also true.  If a person does chesed 
without learning Torah, he also becomes 
arrogant.  He opens a large free loan society and 
gives a lot of money to so many people – he 
becomes haughty and thinks that he is the 
greatest benefactor in the world.  Behold, he 
supports thousands of families.  Who is 
comparable to him?  He believes that he is the 
only one who can save – he is the redeemer.  He 
reaches the apex of ego.   
 
However, if he begins to learn Torah, it 
minimizes his ego.  He realizes that one person 
can learn better than he can and another knows 
more Halacha than he does – there are people 
who are better than he is, greater than he is.  The 
air goes out of the balloon.  He receives humility. 
 
If he has both Torah and chesed – that reduces 
and nullifies his arrogance.  If he learns Torah 
and does chesed, he begins to realize that there 
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are people who are better than he is.  If he starts 
to learn with someone else, with someone who is 
a weaker student than he is, he begins to uncover 
that the “weaker” person has better character 
traits that he does, more potential, more 
holiness, more modesty – and he becomes more 
humble. 
 
The upshot is that Torah without chesed 
leads to arrogance and chesed without Torah 
leads to arrogance.  Only a person who both 
learns Torah and does chesed can receive 
humility. 
 
Chesed that you do for others does not have to be 
big.  You can give someone some money; you can 
prepare a glass of tea for someone, even if he can 
make it himself.  Sometimes, someone offers you 
something and you spontaneously respond, “No 
thank you” because you do not want to burden 
him or because you begrudge and therefore 
refuse to receive a favor.  Overcome!  Accept the 
favor cheerfully!  This is called a chesed by 
accepting a chesed – sometimes it is the 
biggest chesed of all. 
 
By nature, man is self-centered.  Giving is very 
difficult.  Not only does it mean that the other 
person will have but we are being asked to give it 
up ourselves and give it to him.  Even when we 
know how important it is to do so, we naturally 
try to prevent losses and we tend to give away 
our less precious items.  Self-interest is 
ingrained in the human psyche and we 
cannot think that Hashem embedded a 
negative trait for its own sake.  Rather, He 
wants us to work on it and try to be generous 
to others. 
 
Someone once offered the Toldos Avraham 
Yitzchak Rebbe a ride to shul.  He accepted and 
then asked the man why he had offered him a 
ride.  The man explained, “Twelve years ago, I 
bought a car.  Before buying it, I asked the Gerer 
Rebbe, the Beis Yisroel zt”l, if I should buy it 
because I was concerned about accidents.  The 
Rebbe told me to accept upon myself not to go to 
sleep any night without doing a favor for a Jew 
with my car.  It has already been twelve years 
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 תפילה
 

Master of the World!  Help me perform the greatest kindnesses possible with people – that is, to smile at them always – at 
everyone.  I observe Jews who smile incessantly, who have a few caring words for everyone around them.  They are not 
calculated and conniving.  They simply love people - and it shows. 
 
It is hard for me, Father.  For as long as I can remember, I am always so goal-oriented, time is always of the essence, I do not 
see myself strolling calmly, smiling at people and offering a few kind words to everyone I meet. 
 
I am so impressed and excited by nice things that others have and I approach them and tell them so with joy and love – but 
nothing more.  I want to be like those tzaddikim for whom it is so natural to love others.  Everyone is drawn to them, seeks 
to be close to them and loves them. 
 
Help me Father to come out of my shell a bit.  I have been working on this for a long time and I have made some progress, 
thank G-d, but it is not enough.  Help me judge everyone favorably – even someone who has hurt me.  Help me remember 
that everything is Your doing, Father.  Help me accept whatever happens to me vis-à-vis others with emuna, humility and 
love. 
 

Have an awesome, uplifting, and wonderful Shabbos, 

Dov Elias 

Notice: The foregoing is based on my limited understanding of the Parsha Sheet, Ohr Ha’Emuna, disseminated by Harav Menachem Azolai Shlita and is not a 
complete or exact adaptation of Ohr Ha’Emuna and is not necessarily even a reliable interpretation of the ideas presented therein.  Ohr Ha’Emuna is published 
in Hebrew; in translation, accuracy is always compromised.  Rav Azolai has not reviewed this material - any inaccuracies, omissions or confusion should be 
attributed exclusively to me.  I still hope you enjoy and it provides some chizuk.  Thank you Mordi Blass for helping with some of the Hebrew expressions.  
Thank you to my wife, Devorah, for proofreading and commenting on the “working draft.” 
©Dov Elias 5777.  (973)9-EMUNA-9        ז                   תשע" כ"ג טבת – January 21, 2017 
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and I have never had any damage at all.  Today, I 
was already headed home for the night and I had 
not done anyone a favor yet.  Then I saw you…” 
 
The Arizal says that as soon as it enters a 
person’s mind to do a mitzvah, the soul of a 
previous tzaddik who excelled at that mitzvah 
comes and gives him the power to do the 
mitzvah properly.  Were it not for that, the yetzer 
hora would overpower him and cause him not to 
do it.  Therefore, when we think about doing 
something for a friend, we should do it 
immediately because Heaven is assisting us and 
we never know later will bring… 
 
Someone once came to Baron Rothschild to 
collect money for his daughter’s wedding.  Baron 
Rothschild did not have any money on him – so 
he gave the man his gold watch and chain.  The 
man objected, saying, “Am I a highway robber 
that I should take your prized possessions?  Let’s 
make an appointment tomorrow and I will come 

back.”  Baron Rothschild responded, “Listen to 
my advice and take the watch and chain because 
right now, thank G-d, I have good will and joy to 
give generously.  Who knows if the yetzer hora 
will confuse me by tomorrow and I will give 
much less.”  That is the meaning of the famous 
phrase of Hillel, “If not now – when.” 
 
If you exhibit an exuberant face to another, if you 
receive him welcomingly and excitedly – you 
have done him a tremendous kindness.   
 
“If a person gives his friend all of the best 
gifts in the world but displays a sullen face – 
it is as if he gave him nothing.  However, one 
who welcomes his friend with a hospitable 
expression, even if he has not given him 
anything tangible – it is as if he gave him all of 
the greatest gifts in the world.”6 
 
Chesed … Chesed … Chesed … powers the wheels 
of life. 
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